
CUSTOM JEWELRY GUIDEby



W elcome to Roman Jewelers’ Guide to Custom Design
We have published this book to educate you, the reader, on all of the 
possibilities that creating custom jewelry offers. By “possibilities”, we 
don’t mean specifically “what” we make for you as a one-of-a-kind 
piece of jewelry, but rather what makes the process of designing and 
creating a one-of-a-kind piece of jewelry so special. It is not just a 
process; it is a journey, and it is as important as the final product itself. 
We want you to experience the joys of this journey with us.

There are occasions and people in our lives that inspire us to think of 
something unique, something spectacular, or something meaningful. 
In other words, they may inspire a custom, one-of-a-kind piece of 
jewelry. These are special gifts that stand out among other gifts that 
one may receive. They usually carry an element of surprise as well as 
represent what is important to you or to the person for whom the gift 
is made.  

Creating Custom Jewelry 
is a Truly Exciting 

Journey
We want to lead you through the ideas, process, and experience of 
making custom jewelry. Read for enjoyment, read for education, 
but most of all, read for inspiration. When it comes to purchasing 
jewelry, there is nothing more exciting than knowing that the 
piece of jewelry is unique, one-of-a-kind, and made especially 
for you.

If this book inspires you to decide to go “the custom way,” 
that would be the greatest compliment to us, and it would 
mean that we have achieved our goal.

RIGHT: Custom designed pendant with a trillion-shape 
tanzanite. Made in platinum with pavè set diamonds.
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Roman Shor and the History of Roman Jewelers
Roman’s Story
Throughout his years as a jewelry designer, Roman 
Shor created many one-of-a-kind magnificent 
jewelry pieces. 

Roman started learning the art of jewelry-making 
as a child in Russia.  Both his father and his 
grandfather were jewelers, and Roman grew up 
watching them work on many intricate jewelry 
pieces. As he was growing up, Roman always 
knew that one day he, too, would become a 
jeweler.  

Every piece of jewelry was a learning experience 
for Roman. His goal has always been to create, 
to dazzle, to inspire and to do it all in order to 
hear just one word, “WOW!”  His passion today is 
to pass the expertise he has acquired during his 
career of designing and making original pieces 
of jewelry on to the next generation in his family 
– his daughter Lucy. 

Roman’s Notes
“The first piece of jewelry I ever made 
by myself was a pendant for my mother, 
when I was thirteen years old. For that, 
I cut out a heart out of a silver filigree 
cigar box that belonged to my father, and 
presented it to my mother on Mother’s 
Day. My mother was thrilled, my father 
was very angry with me for ruining his 
cigar box, and I was excited with being 
able to make my first piece of jewelry all 
by myself.”

LEFT: Lucy 
Zimmerman, 
Roman’s daughter, 
and an excellent 
jewelry designer in 
her own right.

How Roman Jewelers Became 
the Name it is Today - 
“Commitment to Excellence, 
Service, and Integrity.”
The first Roman Jewelers store was opened 
in Flemington, N.J. in 1989. Since its opening, 
Roman has dedicated himself exclusively to 
Roman Jewelers’ customers. Roman’s daughter, 
Lucy, inherited her father’s gift for designing 
jewelry. You can find Lucy working on exclusive 
jewelry designs in the Bridgewater Commons 
Mall store location.  Both the Flemington and the 
Bridgewater stores have highly experienced staff. 
Most of the staff members have been with the 
company for many years, becoming an integral 
part of the business and an important part of the 
Shor family.

LEFT AND 
ABOVE: 
Roman Shor 
in 1989, 
Flemington, NJ
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Inspirations
With the idea of creating something special for 
Mothers Day, a family came into Roman Jewelers, 
with one intent: to make a very special piece of 
jewelry for their Mom. After discussing her interests, 
they had an “aha” moment and realized that 
their mother devoted almost as much time to her 
tulip garden as she did to care for her children, 
and treated the garden like an extended family. 
That was all they needed to start ideas and 
sketches flowing. For this contemporary, fashion 
forward mother we developed a sketch of a tulip 
brooch with sleek lines and sweeping curves. When 
finished, the piece was something the whole family 
was a part of creating and their mother loved the 
present, too.

the Process
Once you have an idea of what you want to 
make, the first step is sitting down with an expert 
jewelry designer to discuss your ideas. You will 
receive expert advice and, who knows, maybe 
even get new inspirations. You and the designer 
will begin to explore different ideas and themes 
that will then be sketched. Developing the 
sketch also includes choosing metals, 
stones, and colors. Once you are 
happy with the sketch, it is 
turned into a digital rendering 
with the use of CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) 
technology.  A wax 
model will be created 
from that rendering. 
No other technology 
or method can 
create as accurate 
a wax model as the 
one produced by using 
the CAD technology. It is from 
that wax model that the casting will 
be made in the precious metals chosen. 
The expert bench workers will then set 
the stones and finish the piece.

I nspiration for Gifting and Making Custom Jewelry

ABOVE: Custom designed 
diamond Tulip brooch.

A Story of Finding Inspiration
With the idea of creating something special 
for Mothers Day, a family came into Roman 
Jewelers, with one intent: to make a very special 
piece of jewelry for their Mom. After discussing 
her interests, they had an “aha” moment and 
realized that their mother devoted almost as 
much time to her tulip garden as she did to care 
for her children, and treated the garden like an 
extended family. That was all they needed to 
start having ideas and sketches flow for the most 
appropriate gift. For this contemporary, fashion 
forward mother we created a sketch of a tulip 
brooch with sleek lines and sweeping curves. 
When finished, the piece was something the 
whole family was a part of creating and their 
mother loved the present, too.



T he Steps to Making a Custom Engagement Ring
Why Custom? - “The Making 
of a Truly Eternal Family Piece”
Certainly, every bride is “one-of-a-kind.”  Why not 
a one-of-a-kind engagement ring that truly shows 
her individuality? Set a beautiful diamond into a 
unique setting, and you have made a timeless 
investment into your future. It can be passed on 
with a story of how it was made and not “where 
it was bought”. 

We encourage you to bring pictures from 
magazines, your own sketches, or anything 
that inspires your imagination. Sometimes, just 
describing an engagement ring of your dream  
could lead to the creation of a truly unique ring. 
Your input and ideas enable us to design a ring 
that the two of you couldn’t be more excited 
about.

Designer’s Notes on Finding 
Inspiration
“The best inspiration comes from the 
customer when a good dialogue about 
love and interests starts flowing. A 
person’s interests inspire themes related 
to shapes and forms of a ring, as well 
as fashion interests, whether classic 
or contemporary, or somewhere in the 
middle. For people who choose to go 
with large diamonds as the center stone, 
we work to best showcase a stone that 
by itself is a one-of-a-kind.”

Finding a Perfect Diamond
Don’t ever limit yourself to what is “in stock”. A 
good jeweler can acquire stones of any shape, 
color, size, and quality. With a close relationship 
to the largest diamond providers in the world, 
Roman Jewelers is able to bring you a selection 
of truly amazing diamonds.

LEFT: Engagement ring with a 
large pear-shape diamond set 
as a center stone.

ABOVE: Engagement ring with a large emerald cut 
diamond set as a center stone, accented by round 
and baguette diamonds and two sapphires.
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A ttention To Size - How Big Can You Go?
Finding Stones for Truly 
One-of-a-Kind Jewelry 
– Make Yours a History Maker
With a close relationship to the largest 
diamond vendors in the world, Roman 
Jewelers is able to bring in a selection of 
truly historic diamonds. If you can imagine 
it, Roman Jewelers can source it for a price 
enjoyed only by those with great influence in 
the diamond trade. We take pride in being 
able to offer size and quality at prices only 
we can negotiate on your behalf.

The Designer’s Notes: “Focusing 
the Attention on the Stone”
“I always say and truly believe that 
less is sometimes more. If you have 
a truly remarkable large stone, either a 
diamond or a colored stone, the fewer the 
distractions the more attention can fall 
on that amazing stone. I like the idea 
of creating elegance for the elegant. 
I also enjoy encrusting a setting with 
micro-set small diamonds to emphasize 
the center stone.” 

Using the Gemstones in Bold 
Pieces –“Elegant Works of Art”
Big diamonds? They are certainly beautiful. 
But what about big precious and semi-
precious colored stones? We are proud 
that Roman Jewelers is equally established 
in bringing to you one-of-a-kind precious 
gemstones of all sizes, in diamonds or colored 
stones. We believe that high fashion calls for 
big statements, and going big is one of the 
best ways to do that. Cushion cut stones are 
fabulous for BIG rings that can be accented 
with precision set diamonds to create a mix of 
color, shine, and fire.  Long pear shape stones 
and delicate diamonds create a graceful 
look that elongates a finger or a neck.
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ABOVE: 18K white 
gold earrings with 
natural white and 
yellow pave’-set 
round diamonds. 
Stunning sapphires 
are the focal point of 
this pair of earrings.

LEFT: 18K white gold 
pendant with pavè-set 
round white diamonds. 
The center stone is a 
magnificent Imperial Topaz.
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Re-Purposing Heirloom Jewelry for a Custom Design
Why Use an Heirloom?
Do you have a necklace that was given to you 
by your grandmother or a ring you inherited from 
an aunt? Are the pieces worn out or damaged? 
Or maybe you simply don’t like the styles? 

These are the heirlooms that were passed down 
to you by other people from different generations 
and times. They present great opportunities to 
“re-create” them into new pieces of custom-
made jewelry by using their components. 

One of Roman Jewelers’ customers recently 
asked our designers to combine diamonds from 
her own wedding band and the rings that she 
inherited from the family members to create a 
new spectacular one-of-a-kind ring.  For another 
customer, we made a beautiful pendant from an 
inherited sapphire tie-clasp.  

By using the elements from the heirloom pieces, 
old sentiments are kept and new stories are 
made. These projects are very special to us and 
to our customers.

“New Love”-”Old Family Jewels: 
Using Center Stones 
from Grandmother’s 
Engagement Ring”
Once in awhile, a customer brings in an inherited 
piece of jewelry with “Old Cut” diamonds thinking 
that these diamonds are less of a value than 
the modern brilliant cut diamonds. Actually, just 
imagine wearing a stone cut 100 years ago! Put 
that stone into a new setting, wear it with pride 
and celebrate the history that brought love into 
your family so many years ago.

Input from the Designer - 
“Conceiving New Designs
“Looking at a set of stones from an heirloom piece immediately 
inspires vision of their potential. Sometimes, it’s the number of 
stones, the shape, or color. When I hear clients come in with a 
piece of jewelry they call “broken”,  I become excited about making 
it into something amazing. That ability to help inspire new pieces that 
will last a lifetime, reminds me of why I have devoted my life to the 
art and craft of jewelry design.”

Ideas for Creating “New” 
Jewelry from Heirlooms
A customer was gifted her grandmother’s pearl 
necklace. The only thing left from the necklace, 
save a few pearls, was a beautiful filigree diamond 
and ruby clasp. After discussing styles she loved, 
we turned the clasp into a center piece of a one-
of-a-kind necklace. We simply added a delicate 
chain with interspersed diamonds to mimic the 
classic design of her grandmother’s piece. 

For another customer, we used a pair of diamond 
studs she inherited from her mother-in-law to 
custom design an anniversary ring. This customer 
now wears the ring every day. 

Quite often, we use multiple stones from 
tennis bracelets to create truly magnificent 
“wow!” pieces.

ABOVE: Custom 
designed tanzanite 
ring, with white and 
yellow diamonds



T echnology and Jewelry Making
Technology and Bench Work 
Come Together with CAD
A few years ago, something new found its way 
into the lives of so many jewelry designers: a 
new technology called CAD (Computer Aided 
Design). It transformed the way jewelry designers 
work today. Who would ever imagine that 
instead of sitting at a bench carving a model out 
of a piece of wax, a designer would be sitting in 
front of a computer designing the jewelry on the 
screen? 

As for you, our customers, the CAD technology 
allows you to see the three-dimensional model 
before the wax model is made. Anything in the 
model that you think you would like to change 
can be easily done on the computer. It doesn’t 
matter how many changes we need to apply 
to the computerized model, as long as we get it 
perfect! If we were working with a hand-carved 
wax model, we would have to start making that 
model from scratch again.

LEFT: A computerized CAD ring 
model. Once approved, a wax 
model can be produced.

BELOW: CAD and CAM come 
together to make a wax mold 
pictured here. Once the piece is 
made in wax, it is off to the next step, 
casting the piece in precious metals.

Designer Notes: “From My 
Hands to CAD and Back”
“I was reluctant to use the new 
technology when it first became available. 
It defied everything I learned about 
carving wax models or carving the piece 
of jewelry directly in metal. I embrace it 
now. It allows me greater precision than 
the traditional hand-carving. It allows 
me to create really distinctive pieces of 
jewelry, more complicated than I was 
able to make before. The learning curve 
wasn’t easy, but it was well worth the 
results. I have always been fascinated 
with precision work, and I can achieve 
the precision I am looking for with the 
new technology better than ever.” 
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ABOVE: A finished 
3-stone engagement 
ring and eternity 
wedding band



F or The Man
How Men Enjoy Luxurious 
Goods in their Everyday 
Life - “The Best Ways to 
Celebrate Success”
Gifting the man in your life tells him of the support 
you offer and your belief in his abilities to reach 
any and all his goals. Looking for inspiration? 
Does he have a hobby that he loves? Is it golfing, 
tennis, or sports cars? Dress up his interests and 
show your love and support.

LEFT: Custom designed one-
of-a-kind 18K yellow gold 
“Ferrari-Emblem” ring. Red 
rubies, green emeralds, and 
white diamonds complement 
the ring with the traditional 
colors of the Ferrari emblem. 
The background of the shield 
is sand-blasted to allow 
the gold prancing three-
dimensional sculpted horse 
(black rhodium-plated) 
to truly stand out in that 
magnificent ring.

From the Designer - “An Idea 
Coming to Life - Making a 
Custom Ferrari-Emblem Ring”
“One of our regular customers was 
always laughing when telling us that he 
had three children; one daughter, one son, 
and the third child was his favorite car – 
a Ferrari. So when the customer came in 
looking for a very special gift to celebrate 
his achievements, naturally, I suggested 
making a ring with the Ferrari Emblem on 
top of the ring. The entire ring was carved 
by hand, with all the stones meticulously 
selected and carefully set into the gold. 
This ring, just as his car, became his 
favorite - a black prancing horse that 
catches his imagination and his dreams.”
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C ustom Name Jewelry
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What’s in a Name?
Our names are an important part of who 
we are and of our identity. Many names, 
especially those derived from other 
languages, mean something specific. 
Names can reflect strength and character. 
Names that are passed down connect one 
generation with another creating a sense of 
pride and responsibility. There is no way to 
deny it – we all love our names!

Jewelry pieces with just initials or full names 
have always been popular. They could be as 
simple as the name engraved on a piece of 
jewelry or as complicated as a hand-made 
monogram.

BELOW: Custom 
monogrammed 
diamond cufflinks

Making Your Monogram
A monogram pendant can be worn all the 
time to show the pride you have in your or 
your family’s name. Aside from a traditional 
sewn monogram on a shirt cuff, monograms 
are another great idea for custom jewelry. 
In years past, Roman Shor designed his 
own custom monogram cufflinks, and they 
provide him with a sense of pride every time 
he wears them.

Designer’s Notes on Creating 
Custom Cufflinks
“A simple font just doesn’t do it. If 
you are looking for a pair of cuff links, 
take advantage of custom design services 
because of the very few options you 
will find in a retailer’s showcase. I work 
hard on understanding your personality and 
your character; are you conservative, a 
free spirit? Is this something you would 
like to wear casually or more dressy? 
Every element comes from understanding 
your needs and your personality.”

Monogram Jewelry

“Moving 
Forward from 

the Traditional 
Stitches on a 

Shirt Cuff”



C ustom Family Jewelry
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About Family Crests and the 
Beauty of Sharing Family Pride 
- “Close Families Far Away Can 
Always Feel Close”
We, at Roman Jewelers, hear from our 
customers over and over again that their 
family is what matters to them the most. 
Family symbols are a fun and meaningful 
way to recognize that devotion. Where did 
the family name come from? How far around 
the globe does the family stretch? Families 
with strong genealogy have crests to bring 
a visual element to their name. It brings 
pride and closeness to the family members. 
Family crest jewelry requires careful research, 
planning and selection of colored stones. 
A custom designed family crest is a great 
gift to be enjoyed and passed on to next 
generations. 

Custom Horoscope Jewelry 
- “A Reminder of the Strengths 
in Your Character”
Here is another idea for a custom designed 
piece of jewelry; a gift for a friend or a 
loved one who is closely connected with 
their zodiac sign. Gifting a custom designed 
zodiac sign shows that you identify and 
admire the strengths of their birth sign. The 
images of zodiac signs leave lots of room to 
be molded into a design that fits that person, 
whether traditional, modern, or abstract. Just 
let imagination and fantasies run freely and 
you will come up with amazing ideas for a 
very special piece of jewelry.

Designer’s Notes:
“These unique wedding bands were made for a couple’s twenty-fifth wedding anniversary. 
The couple met while on vacation in Rome, Italy. For their anniversary, they wanted us 
to design a ring that would incorporate their eternal love for each other, the date of 
their wedding, and a connection to the place that brought them together - Rome. You 
are looking at the rings we made for the couple. The Roman numerals show the date 
of their wedding and will always remind them of Rome, and the two yellow gold eternity 
bands represent their everlasting love.”



Never Underestimate the Power of Custom 

One-Of-A-Kind Jewelry Creation. Special Moments in 

Life are Rare and Precious and Deserve to be Celebrated with 

Special Jewelry. Just Think of the Magic of Telling Your 

Family how Your Engagement Ring was Imagined 

into Reality on a Sketch Pad. Or How Your Tenth 

Anniversary Diamond Necklace came to Life 

in Wax. Or How Your Family Crest was Researched and Created 

in Platinum and Eighteen Karat Gold. These are not Just Gifts 

of Jewelry. They are Gifts from the Heart.  

They are Dreams Come True. 

Let the experts at Roman Jewelers begin the journey with you. 

We would be honored to be your guides throughout the process. 

The result will be a true “gem.”
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